Applications close on
Wednesday, March 30th, 2016 –
4:00 PM (Paris Time)

Applications open on
Galaxy

Location of the positions :École d’Urbanisme de Paris
Bâtiment Bienvenue-Plot A
14-20 boulevard Newton
Cité Descartes;
Champs sur Marne
77454 Marne La Vallée Cedex 2
France

More information :
EUP   www.eup.fr

Corinne Larrue
Co-director of EUP
Email : corinne.larrue@u-pec.fr
Tel. : +33 (0) 171 40 80 41

Taoufik Souami
Co-director of EUP
Email : Taoufik.souami@upem.fr
Tel. : +33 (0) 171 40 80 61

Lab’urba EA 3482
www.laburba.fr

Christine Lelévrier,
Director of Lab’Urba
Email : lelevrier@u-pec.fr
Tel. : +33 (0) 171 40 80 48

Marie Delaplace
Deputy Director of Lab’Urba
Email : Marie.Delaplace@u-pem.fr
Tel. : +33 (0) 171 40 80 96

RECRUIT
TWO PROFESSORS AND
ONE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
IN URBAN PLANNING

L’École d’Urbanisme de Paris (EUP - Paris School of Urban Planning) involves about forty teachers and researchers. It offers a Master on Urban Planning, with nine specialised training courses in the second Master year, including one that proposes a lifelong learning training and two that are offered on the basis of apprenticeship. Besides, EUP proposes specifically oriented university degrees: one devoted to “Act within a Metropolitan framework” and another one on “Participatory processes and urban planning”. A third one is about to open during the coming year on “social inclusion and mobility”. The candidates will ensure their teaching activity within the first year of Master (over 100 students) and also within several specialised trainings of the second year of Master as well as in the lifelong vocational trainings. It is expected that the candidates will develop innovative teaching methods, and that they will take educational responsibilities (the first year of Master, specialised training tracks, lifelong vocational training).

The candidates will join the research center Lab’urba (EA3482) devoted to the production, management and uses in cities and urban areas issues. Besides researchers from EUP, the Lab’urba includes researchers working on urban issues, particularly in the department of Geography at the University of Paris Est Créteil (UPEC), the Urban Engineering department of the University Paris-Est Marne-la-Vallée (UPEM) and the Paris School of Urban Engineers (EIVP). It is expected from the recruited Professors to supervise PhDs and from all the candidates to initiate collaborative research projects. They will also be actively involved in all the research center’s activities (seminars, calls for projects ...). He or she will join either the team “Urbanism: ideas, methods, actors” or the team “Urban policies and territorial development”.

PROFILES

A Professor in Urban Planning specialized in Metropolitan issues it is expected that he or she will help develop the competences of the EUP on training on actual and foreshown planning processes within metropolitan areas in France, Europe and worldwide. The ability to teach in English would be a valuable asset. The research of the candidate will focus on issues dealing with territorial reconfigurations of regions and cities and critical analysis of metropolitan issues, as well as on new practices of planning and urban management.

A Professor in Urban Planning specialized in Urban Fabric. It is expected that the new Professor will provide teaching skills on urban management and urban programming, as well as on town and country planning practices. The research of the candidate will be devoted to urban fabric, and urban planning professions in relation to architecture.

An Assistant Professor in Urban Planning specialized in Comparative Analysis of urban practices and policies in Europe. He or she will help develop the competences of the EUP on Urban policies in Europe with a comparative perspective. The candidate must demonstrate his (her) ability to teach in English. He or she will develop comparative research on urban practices in European cities and the policies implemented to address the challenges of social and economic changes (declining cities, urban renewal and urban planning ...).